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"Some stories capture the imagination, others will be the death of you."

The Final Cut is a genre busting mash up of crime, horror and urban fantasy. An imaginative and thought
provoking tale that explores our need to watch and make horror fiction, examining not just the medium, but
the purpose of storytelling itself. Taking in everything from ancient myth, to modern atrocity, this novel will
entrance, mystify and appall you in equal measures, haunting you long after you’ve reached the very last
line.

In an East London lock up, two film makers, Jimmy and Sam, are duct taped to chairs and forced to watch a
snuff film by Ashkan, a loan shark to whom they owe a lot of money. If they don’t pay up, they’ll be starring
in the next one. Before the film reaches its end, Ashkan and all his men are slaughtered by unknown
assailants. Only Jimmy and Sam survive the massacre, leaving them with the sole copy of the snuff film.

The film makers decide to build their next movie around the brutal film. While auditioning actors, they
stumble upon Melissa, an enigmatic actress who seems perfect for the leading role, not least because she’s
the spitting image of the snuff film’s main victim. Neither the film, nor Melissa, are entirely what they seem
however. Jimmy and Sam find themselves pulled into a paranormal mystery that leads them through the
shadowy streets of the city beneath the city and sees them re-enacting an ancient Mesopotamian myth
cycle. As they play out the roles of long forgotten gods and goddesses, they’re drawn into the subtle web of a
deadly heresy that stretches from the beginnings of civilization to the end of the world as we know it.
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From reader reviews:

Jose Banks:

The book The Final Cut can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So why must we leave the great thing like a book The Final Cut? Some of you have a different
opinion about e-book. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely suitable.
Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, it is possible to
give for each other; you can share all of these. Book The Final Cut has simple shape nevertheless, you know:
it has great and massive function for you. You can search the enormous world by open up and read a
publication. So it is very wonderful.

Carlos Mendoza:

The book untitled The Final Cut is the reserve that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that writer use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of The
Final Cut from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Michelle Oquinn:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This specific book The Final Cut was bright colored and of course
has pictures around. As we know that book The Final Cut has many kinds or category. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and think that you are the character
on there. Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and
unwind. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading in which.

Melissa Cox:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information coming from a book. Book is prepared or printed or outlined from each source this filled update
of news. In this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social just like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and
comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out
your book? Or just looking for the The Final Cut when you essential it?
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